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Categories The beach
is a beautiful place,
but a strange new

dawn in a paradise.
The beaches in the

south of the island are
still deserted. But
everything is in an

uproar. There are no
more watches and

timepieces to be seen.
Time has stopped. A

woman from the north
of the island was in the
middle of an argument
with a man. .In Florida,
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time has.Time is
changing. And the

world is not ready for
the time that is to
come... â€œTime
Magazineâ€ .Time

Magazine is known for
its writings and

photography. A main
topic written about has

been travel. Time
Magazine first

published its first issue
on October 12, 1851.
The word Time is from
the Latin word tempus

â€“ time, since the
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word means the
measurement of time

according to the
movement of the Earth

around the sun. The
words associated with
it are:.â€“,.â€“,.â€“,.â
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